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Don’t Touch Random Things in the Forest 

By; Victoria Palermo 

I've been going up to my grandmother's cottage in Muskoka 

since I was born. It's one of those run down but functional and 

secluded places in the middle of nowhere cottage country. The 

almost decrepit cabin sits along a river, with a set of rapids 

only a 10 minute walk up the river bank. Other than the few 

other cottages around it's just forest for miles. 

My older sister and I grew up playing within the edges of 

the trees, never straying too far for fear of getting lost. We 

always returned as the sun began to set. The large trees reduced 

light significantly early in the evening and even sunset ment 

stumbling over rock and fallen logs in an attempt to find home. 

It wasn't until we were older that we dared venture deep enough 

to lose sight of the cottage. Well into our teenage rebellious 

years we finally found the courage to navigate the woods. It 

became easier as a few minutes out of sight we found a ATV or 

snowmobile trail. We tied an old scarf to a tree to mark our 

entrance and explored to our heart's content. A lot of that 

summer was spent exploring the trail and the few interesting 

things around it. 
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It's was that fall that my sister and I stopped our 

expeditions into the forest. 

It had been cold enough to wear a jacket that final day, 

and we had been out somewhat late. Both of us figured we would 

use our cell phones as flashlights if we really couldn't see. We 

had been walking for a while when we stumbled upon what seemed 

like a newer foundation of a house. To clarify, newer ment 

concrete and not just the regular stone ones we usually saw. The 

thing was still broken down enough to have most likely been made 

early 1900's. 

I suppose I should mention, for those who didn't grow up 

acting like idiots in random forests, that there are quite a few 

things to keep in mind while doing so. For simplicity sake I'll 

cut it down to two. Don't get lost, and don't touch anything 

that doesn't seem to belong where it is. This includes but is 

not limited by; house foundations, cars, kitchen sinks, random 

metal peices or other various household objects. We had always 

assumed our grandmother drilled that one into our heads to 

prevent us getting tetanus. Turns out there were other reasons. 

Being the rebellious teens that we were, my sister and I 

moved off the trail to investigate. The foundation was wide but 

not long. And the concrete was damp most likely from the rain 
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the night before. The forest had began to darken by this point 

so our phones were required to see into some of the corners. At 

first glance nothing really seemed out of place. But a few 

minutes into our exploration my sister called me to the far end 

of the foundation. 

She was holding something rusted when I turned to look at 

her. It almost blended into to autumn leaves scattered around. 

The darkness obscured the item but moving closer  I could tell 

what it was. 

That shotgun was probably the coolest thing we had found to 

that day. The wooden handle had long since rotted away but the 

box my sister had found it in (quite oddly placed under rotting 

floorboards) had protected the metal enough to make it 

recognizable. 

When we brought it home, things didn't go as well as one 

might have thought. Though our Father found the thing really 

interesting and my mother was only slightly concerned for our 

health, grandma was furious especially when we told her where we 

found it. 

Reasonably confused but not wanting to make her any more 

angry, my sister and I kept our distance the rest of the night. 
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Perhaps our mother talked to her that night but the 

following morning her anger had dissolved, and she finally told 

us why she had been so strict about us not touching random 

things in the forest. Along with why the gun had made her so 

angry. 

"The trail back there used to be the main road," she began. 

"The road we use now is actually an old logging road. They 

switched it when most of the cottages wanted to be placed along 

the river bank. There was a younger couple though, who lived on 

one of the houses along the old road that refused to move. It 

was later that year when the man," She fell silent for a 

moment," he shot his wife and himself. I wasn't around for the 

full investigation, so I can't tell you much more but please, 

get rid of that thing I don’t right well trust it." 

My sister and I got the odd feeling she may not have told 

us the full story but we threw the shotgun over the closest set 

of rapids that day. 

Though it's possible the town library may have some 

newspaper articles from back when the incident may have 

happened, my sister and I somewhat agreed that we'd rather not 

know. Personally, I don't quite think I want to know if my 

sister and I had just fussed over a murder weapon or not. 
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Looking back to the way it seemed hidden when we found it, the 

more modern looking foundation… Either way, my sister and I 

don't explore that trail anymore. 

 


